We consider the approximation of absolutely continuous invariant measures (ACIM's) of systems de ned by random compositions of piecewise monotonic transformations. Convergence of Ulam's nite approximation scheme in the case of a single transformation was dealt with by Li 9]. We extend Ulam's construction to the situation where a family of piecewise monotonic transformations are composed according to either an iid or Markov law, and prove an analogous convergence result. In addition, we obtain a convergence rate for our approximations to the unique ACIM, and provide rigorous bounds for the L 1 error of the Ulam approximation.
Introduction
We begin by giving a rough description of the setting and our results. Let fT k g r k=1 be a collection of mappings from the unit interval I into itself. Given an initial point x 2 I, and a (random) sequence (k 0 ; k 1 ; : : :) with k N 2 f1; : : : ; rg for N 0, we produce a (random) orbit by de ning the N th point in the orbit to be x N = x N (k N?1 ; : : : ; k 0 ; x) := T k N ?1 T k 1 T k 0 x. There are two cases we consider. Firstly, the map T k N ?1 that is applied at time N is selected from the collection fT k g r k=1 independently of the maps that have previously been applied, This work was carried out within the Department of Mathematical Engineering and Information Physics, The University of Tokyo, 7-3-1 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-0033, JAPAN 1 and according to the same probability law for all time. Such a composition is often referred to as an random iid composition, and the indices k 0 ; k 1 ; : : : arise as random variables of an iid process. Secondly, the map T k N ?1 that is applied at time N is chosen so as to depend only on the map applied at the previous time step, and according to the same probability law for all time. In this situation, the indices k 0 ; k 1 ; : : : arise as random variables of a stationary rst order Markov chain, and we call such a composition of maps a Markov random composition. Such random dynamical systems arise in a variety of ways.
We are interested in determining the asymptotic behaviour of such systems in situations where the orbits fx N g 1 N=0 I have the same asymptotic distribution on I for almost all sequences k 0 ; k 1 ; : : : and Lebesgue almost all starting points x 2 I, as such asymptotic distributions are clearly of physical signi cance for the system at hand. To this end, we extend a method of Ulam 18 ] to produce a rigorous approximation method for absolutely continuous probability measures that are \invariant on average" under the action of the random system.
2 Formalities, Background, and Outline
We formally set up our problem. Let S i = f1; : : : ; rg, i 0, and = Q 1 i=0 S i . We select a probability measure P on that is invariant under the left shift :
?
. The space contains in nite sequences of indices for the maps T , and the shift invariant probability measure P governs the stationary stochastic process that generates a (random) index at each time step. In the iid case, we select a probability vector (w 1 ; : : : ; w r ), and de ne a probability measure on S i , i 0, by (fkg) = w k . Denote a 0 ; : : : ; a s ] t = f! 2 : ! t = a 0 ; ! t+1 = a 1 ; : : : ; ! t+s = a s g, and de ne P by P( a 0 ; : : : ; a s ] t ) = w a 0 w as , consistently extending P to all of . In the Markov case, we select an irreducible, aperiodic stochastic r r matrix W with invariant (normalised) left eigenvector (w 1 ; : : : ; w r ), and de ne P( a 0 ; : : : ; a s ]) = w a 0 W a 0 ;a 1 W a s?1 ;as , again consistently extending P to all of .
De ne the skew product : I ? by (!; x) = ( !; T ! 0 x). We form a (random) dynamical system by considering the orbit fProj I ( N (!; x))g 1 N=0 on I where ! 2 , x 2 I, and Proj I denotes the canonical projection of I onto I. By putting x N = Proj I ( N (!; x)), we see that x N = T ! N ?1 T ! 0 x for N 1, with x 0 = x. Thus the orbit x N is de ned by a random composition of the mappings T 1 ; : : : ; T r ; the orbit is random in the sense that the sequence of maps T ! N ? 1 T ! 0 has probability P( ! 0 ; : : : ; ! N?1 ]) of occurring. We wish to study the asymptotic behaviour of the orbit x N .
Denote by M( I) the space of Borel probability measures on I.
De nition 2.1: We shall say that a probability measure~ 2 M( I) is -invariant if (i)~ ?1 =~ , and
(ii)~ (E I) = P(E) for all measurable E .
We say that 2 M(I) is invariant on average, or simply invariant, if there exists ainvariant probability measure~ such that (A) =~ ( A) for all measurable A I.
We seek to approximate invariant measures that are absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure m on I, and restrict ourselves to the situation where the T k are LasotaYorke maps.
De nition 2. . This number q will be used in the main theorems.
We sometimes refer to maps T : I ? as C 2 circle maps. Here we mean to identify the half open unit interval I with a circle, and assume that the map T continues to be C 2 under this identi cation. Clearly in this case, T is C 2 everywhere and there is no partition allowed.
In the case of a single mapping with inf x2Infb 0 ;:::;bqg jT 0 (x)j > 1, it was in such a setting that Li 9] rst proved convergence (in L 1 ) of Ulam's approximation to the unique absolutely continuous invariant measure (ACIM), following the Lasota and Yorke 8] proof of the existence of an absolutely continuous invariant measure. The existence of an ACIM for iid random compositions of such mappings has been considered independently in this setting by Pelikan 16] and Morita 12] . In fact, Morita 11 ] also gives conditions for the existence of an ACIM where P is any shift invariant probability measure; that is, the sequence of indices (! 0 ; ! 1 ; : : :) arises as random variables of any stationary stochastic process.
However, to the author's knowledge, the rigorous numerical approximation of ACIM's for random compositions has not been considered. We restrict ourselves to using collections of Lasota-Yorke type interval maps, as both the proof of existence of ACIM's and the proof of convergence of Ulam's method are well known in the deterministic situation of a single mapping. Related extensions include 4] and 1] which contain existence results for ACIM's of higher dimensional expanding mappings and iid compositions of expanding Jablonski mappings respectively. Extensions of Ulam's method to higher dimensional deterministic systems include 3, 14, 2].
We rstly consider iid random compositions and begin by proving suitable inequalities regarding the variation of test functions and their images under an appropriate PerronFrobenius operator, following the construction of 16]. We then form a nite-dimensional approximation of this Perron-Frobenius operator and use the variational inequalities to rstly prove convergence of Ulam's method. Under slightly stricter conditions, we are able to produce a rate of convergence, and in the case where each T k is a C 2 circle map, we obtain a bound for the error in our approximation, in terms of fundamental constants of the mappings T k , k = 1; : : : ; r. We can also produce a bound for the case of general Lasota-Yorke maps, but it uses properties of the (unknown) ACIM.
We then turn to Markov random compositions. Here, the de nition of an appropriate Perron-Frobenius operator is more complicated. We begin by outlining the construction of a suitable operator and showing that xed points of this operator correspond to invariant measures of the skew product , generalising a result of Ohno 15 ] for iid compositions. We then form a nite-dimensional approximation of this new operator and obtain similar results to the iid case.
We remark that the constructions described in the current paper should be able to be combined with the variational inequalities of 4] and 2] to prove convergence of Ulam's method for higher dimensional random dynamical systems. Morever, the representations of the appropriate discretised Perron-Frobenius operators for iid and Markov compositions may be used as a new numerical method for (non-rigorously) approximating invariant measures of more general (non-expanding) random dynamical systems. Thus nding an absolutely continuous probability measure on I satisfying D = is the only way to construct an absolutely continuous -invariant measure on I.
3. jT 0 k (y)j . Theorem 1 16] states that an invariant density of bounded variation on I exists provided that P r k=1 w k =jT 0 k (x)j < 1, while Theorem 5. 1 12] shows that the same conclusion holds under the slightly di erent assumption that 5 P r k=1 w k log (1= inf x2I jT 0 k (x)j) < 0: We will further assume that there is only one invariant density for our iid random composition (that is, there is one xed point of P). Corollary 7 16] and Lemma 5. 4 12] both state that provided one of the T k is uniformly expanding and that this T k itself has a unique invariant density with support of all of I, then the random composition has a unique invariant density, provided one exists. We will therefore assume that:
(i) sup x2I P r k=1 w k j1=T 0 k (x)j < 1, (ii) one of the T k is uniformly expanding and has a unique invariant density with support all of I.
We will denote the density of the unique ACIM as h; so Ph = h. We now state our rst main result. 
Further, de ne P n = P r k=1 w k P n (k), and let p n be a xed (normalised) left eigenvector of P n . De ne the approximate invariant density 
(i) If < 1=2, kh n ? hk 1 ! 0 as n ! 1.
(ii) If + + =2 < 1, and the endpoints of the equipartition contains all points where there is a break in the C 1 behaviour of h, then there exists a constant C < 1 such that kh n ? hk 1 C log n=n. ? log( + =2) + 1 ? 1=2 ; (7) where ] denotes the integer part. give us this best approximation, and so for each partition set, there is an error in the weight that Ulam's method assigns to it, namely j (I i ) ? p n;i j. It is easy to see that k n (h)?h n k 1 = P n i=1 j (I i )?p n;i j, and in fact, the bound for this error forms the bulk of the RHS of (7) The other term kh ? n (h)k 1 is simply controlled through estimates on the derivative of h, and this error is bounded by ? e C=( ?1)n ? 1 =2.
In practice, we nd that optimal values of often lie between 0.1 and 0.2.
(ii) In case (i) of Theorem 3.3, if 1=2 < < 1 then we may apply Ulam's method by using higher iterates of the random system. There is an integer N such that 
In fact, N N , so we simply require N > (log 2)=(log 1= ). To apply Theorem 3.3 (i) in such a situation, it is necessary to construct r N matrices of the form (iii) In case (ii) of Theorem 3.3 the assumption about break points in h is a technical consideration. The same result on the order of convergence is obtained if the equipartition is re ned to include the (possibly unknown) breakpoints.
(iv) In case (ii) of Theorem 3.3, it is possible to write down an expression for C, using the alternative bounds given in Lemmas 6.5 (i) and 6.16 (i). The di erence is that in case (iii), we may express the bound in terms of properties of the T k only. For general Lasota-Yorke maps, there are properties of h that are not easily expressed in terms of the maps T k , and so in case (ii), we have a bound which depends on properties of the (unknown) invariant density h. 
is -invariant i the family of measures f k g r k=1 is xed under the transformation 
where W lk = W kl w k =w l is the transition matrix for the reversed Markov chain. Hence, any probability measure on I of the form: Thus nding an absolutely continuous probability measure of the form (10) with the f k g r k=1 being xed under the action of (9) is the only way to construct an absolutely continuous -invariant measure on I.
A new Perron-Frobenius operator and Statement of Results
For the remainder of the paper we again restrict ourselves to each T k being a Lasota-Yorke map. We are unaware of any results paralleling those of 16] for Markov compositions of Lasota-Yorke maps, although Theorem 2.1 Morita 11] assures the existence of an absolutely continuous invariant measure provided P r k=1 w k log(1= inf x2I jT 0 k (x)j) < 0. However, as in the iid case, the method of proof of 11] is unsuitable for our purposes, so in x6.1.2 we state and prove variational inequalities in analogy to Lemma 6.1.
As we are primarily interested in absolutely continuous measures, we denote the density of j (as in (9)) by f (j) . LetBV = Q r i=1 BV denote the r-fold product of the space of functions of bounded variation. We endow the spaceBV with the norm k(f (1) ; : : : ; f (r) )k = max 1 k r kf (k) k = max 1 k r fmaxfvar f (k) ; kf (k) k 1 gg. Denote by P k : BV ? , the standard Perron-Frobenius operator for the map T k . Following (9), we de ne an operatorP :BV By Lemma 4.1, we may construct an absolutely continuous invariant probability measure from a collection (h (1) ; : : : ; h (r) ) of densities that is xed byP. We will call the density of , h = P r k=1 w k h (k) an invariant probability density for our Markov random composition. Theorem 4.3: Let fT 1 ; : : : ; T r g be a collection of Lasota-Yorke maps, and assume that the Markov composition has a unique invariant density h. Equipartition the unit interval into n subintervals I i = (i ? 1)=n; i=n), and de ne r stochastic matrices P n (k), k = 1; : : : ; r, by P n;ij (k) = m(I i \ T ?1 k I j ) m(I i ) : (12) Further, de ne the rn rn matrix
and let s n = s (1) n js (2) n j js (r) n ] be a xed left eigenvector of S n , where each s (k) n , k = 1; : : : ; r is a vector of length n satisfying P n i=1 s (k) n;i = 1. De ne the approximate invariant density
Then setting There will be at most r N of these matrices, depending on the transitions allowed by W. We combine these matrices to form a collection of r 2 
(iii) Remark (iv) of Remarks 3.4 holds in the Markov situation using the bounds of Lemmas 6.6 (i) and 6.17 (i).
5 Examples
We apply the main results to some speci c random systems.
Convergence
We infrequently, the resulting random system will have a unique absolutely continuous invariant measure; in addition we may approximate this measure via Ulam's method. We put w 1 = 0:9 and w 2 = 0:1; this leads to a value of 0:40905. Our maps satisfy conditions (i) and
(ii) at the beginning of x3. 
IID case
We put w 1 = 2=3 and w 2 = 1=3. One has that 0:25389, 1:0748, so that + =2 0:79131. This tells us that the Perron Frobenius operator P is a contraction in the BV norm when restricted to test functions of zero mean (when restricted to the space BV 0 ; see Lemma 6.1 for de nitions). It follows immediately that there is a unique invariant density h for this iid composition. We also compute that C 2:26779 (using T 1 as it has a larger C value than T 2 ) and 2:74336 (using T 2 as it has a larger value than T 1 ). These values may now be inserted into (7) to obtain a bound for kh ? h n k 1 for any n. The separate bounds for kh ? n (h)k 1 and k n (h) ? h n k 1 are displayed in Table 1 .
Markov case
We choose the matrix W = 1=2 The values for C and remain the same as in the iid case, and we may substitute these and the above values into (18) to produce bounds analogous to the iid case; see Table 2 .
Note that the bounds for kh ? n (h)k 1 do not change. 
We remark that the coe cients + + =2 and + =2 are not the best possible, and we have chosen these values for simplicity of presentation. For the proof of Theorem 3.3(i), we shall see that it is important to keep the coe cient of var f small. For the proof of Theorem 3.3(ii), however, it is desirable to reduce the combination of both the coe cients of var f and kfk 1 . Because of this, in proving part (ii) of the present lemma, we modify (24) to obtain:
The rst term of (25) is the same as the rst term of (24), and is bounded as before.
When dealing with the second term, we are able to set kfk 1 (15), (16) and (17), respectively, setting 0 = max 1 l r 0 l and 0 = max 1 l r 0 l . Then 
Proof: Let B k and B be de ned as in the proof of Lemma 6.1.
First note that var Pf
The rst term is treated as follows: 
as in the proof of Lemma 6.1. Combining (31) and (32), we obtain var Pf 
and the result follows. Part (iii) follows as in the iid case. P n i=1 f n;i I i ; for some f n;i 2 Rg, and let h n 2 F n be as in (3) . De ne a mapping n : BV ! F n by n (f) = (1=n) P n i=1 R I i f dm I i . We follow the proofs of Lemma 2.7 9] and Theorem 1 9]. Let n P] represent the matrix representation (with respect to the basis f I 1 ; : : : ; In g) of the projection n composed with the Perron Frobenius operator de ned in (1) . It is easy to show that n P] ij = P n;ij , so one has h n = n Ph n . Now var h n = var( n Ph n ) var Ph n 2 var h n + (2q + )kh n k 1 ;
and so var h n ((2q + )=(1 ? 2 ))kh n k 1 . Thus the sequence fh n g 1 n=n 0 is weakly sequentially compact in L 1 and each convergent subsequence converges to h in L 1 . This implies lim n!1 h n = h. 2
Markov case
Proof of Theorem 4.3 (i): We follow along the lines of the above proof. DenoteF n = Q r k=1 F n and de ne the projection^ n :BV !F n by^ n ((f (1) ; : : : ; f (r) )) = ( n (f (1) ); : : : ; n (f (r) )). Note that the matrix representation of ^ nP ] with respect to the basis Q r k=1 f I 1 ; : : : ; In g is simply S n , and so (h (1) n ; : : : ; h (r) n ) =^ nP ((h (1) n ; : : : ; h (r) n )), where h (k) n := P n i=1 s (k) n;i =m(I i ) I i : As in the iid case, vectorp n gives exactly the correct weight to each partition set, so our concern is with the deviation of our approximate vector p n fromp n . Whenever talking about norms on vectors,
we shall denote the standard L 1 vector norm as k k m to avoid confusion with the L 1 norm on functions, which will be denoted k k 1 . We shall show in x6.6.1 that the matrix P has a unique (up to scalar multiples) xed left eigenvector under the conditions of Theorem 3.3 (ii) or (iii). Thus, the matrix P is ergodic (irreducible and aperiodic), and we may use the fundamental inequality 17] kp n ?p n k m kP n ?P n k m k(I n ? P n + P 1 n ) ?1 k m ;
where P 1 n;ij = p n;j and I n is the n n identity matrix. We may rewrite (36) as
j (I i ) ? p n;i j kP n ?P n k m kZ n k m ;
with Z n = (I n ? P n + P 1 n ) ?1 . In x6.5.1, we derive bounds for kP n ?P n k m , and in x6.6.1 we produce bounds for kZ n k m . This will provide us with a bound for the di erence in the L 1 vector norm betweenp n and p n , and hence a bound for k n (h) ? h n k 1 .
The invariant measure may be decomposed as P r k=1 w k k , where the k are xed under (9) . We construct matricesP
and put them together to form 
We denoteS (kl) n;ij = W lkP (k) ij , 1 i; j n, 1 k; l r; that is, the (i; j) th entry of the (k; l) th block. It is easy to check that the vector s n := 1 (I 1 ); : : : ; 1 (I n ); 2 (I 1 ); : : : ; 2 (I n ); : : : : : : ; r (I 1 ); : : : ; r (I n )] 20 is a xed left eigenvector ofS n . Bys (k) n;i = k (I i ) we denote the i th entry of the k th block ofs n . Under the conditions of Theorem 4.3 (ii) or (iii), S n will have a unique xed left eigenvector (up to scalar multiples) and we may apply inequality (36) to obtain ks n ?s n k m kS n ?S n k m k(I rn ? S n + S 1 n ) ?1 k m ;
where (S 1 n ) (kl) ij = s (l) j . As in the iid case, we denoteẐ n = (I rn ? S n + S 1 n ) ?1 and in later sections will bound both kS n ?S n k m and kẐ n k m .
Finally,
js (k) n;i ?s (k) n;i j = ks n ?s n k m :
Thus we may bound k n (h) ? h n k 1 using (40).
Renyi estimates for the invariant density
This section derives the necessary bounds for the regularity of the invariant density h in terms of fundamental constants of the maps T k , when each T k is a C 1+Lip expanding circle map. The result of (ii) now follows easily. As for case (i), we note that jP n;ij (k) ? P n;ij (k)j P n;ij (k)j1 ? ( sup
h(x))j;
again as in the proof of Lemma 3. 6 3] . Since h is Lipschitz on the interiors of the partition sets by assumption, proceeding as above, we have the bound
where Lip(h) is understood to mean the maximum Lipschitz constant calculated over each of the Lipschitz pieces of h separately. The result of (ii) now follows as above. (ii) kS n ?S n k m (max 1 k r P r l=1 W lk ) (e C=(1? )n ? 1), if each T k is a C 1+Lip map of the circle.
Proof: We treat case (ii) rst. LetP n (k) be de ned as in (38) and P n (k) as in (12) . Proceeding as in the proof above, taking the distortion bounds from (44), ?R I f dm h. In this section, we show that the contraction property of P in the BV norm gives bounds for the rate of convergence of iterates of the Ulam matrix P n to its eigenvector. We will identify elements of F n (as de ned in the proof of Theorem 3.3 (i)) with the ntuples (f n;1 ; : : : ; f n;n ) that uniquely de ne the function f n . Our norm on F n will be kf n k m = P n i=1 jf n;i j, where the f n;i de ne f n ; if we think of F n as being isomorphic to R n , this norm is simply the standard L 1 vector norm. We now show that when restricted to F n , the norms k k and k k m are equivalent.
Lemma 6.7: For f n 2 F n , kf n k m nkf n k and kf n k 2kf n k m .
Proof: Firstly, we note that kf n k m = nkf n k 1 . So kf n k m = nkf n k 1 maxfn var f n ; nkf n k 1 g = nkf n k:
Secondly, note that var f n 2kf n k m . So kf n k = maxfvar f n ; kf n k 1 g maxf2kf n k m ; (1=n)kf n k m g 2kf n k m :
2 Lemma 6.8: kP N n ? P 1 n k m 4nkPj BV 0 k N .
Proof: Using the notation introduced in the proof of Theorem 3.3 (i), recall that n P k ] = P n (k) and so n P] = P n .
Denote F n;0 = ff n 2 F n : P n i=1 f n;i = 0g. We begin by relating kP N n ? P 1 n k m and kP N n j F n;0 k m : In what follows, we simultaneously consider f n as a step function, and as the n-tuple f n;1 ; : : : ; f n;n ]; in the latter case the action of matrices is understood to be left multiplication.
kP N n ? P 1 n k m = sup 2kP N n j F n;0 k m = 2 sup f n;0 2F n;0 k n P] N f n;0 k m kf n;0 k m 2 sup f n;0 2F n;0 nk( n P) N f n;0 k kf n;0 k=2 4nk( n P) N j F n;0 k 4nk n Pj F n;0 k N 4nkPj F n;0 k N 4nkPj BV 0 k N : 
where ] denotes the integer part.
Before proving this, we state a result from 10] 
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Sublemma 6.11 (Theorem 16.2.4 10]): Suppose that P n is an n n irreducible, aperiodic stochastic matrix with xed left eigenvector p n . As before, de ne P 1 n;ij = p n;j . Select a number 0 < < 1 and let m n be such that P mn n;ij (1 ? )p n;j for all 1 i; j n: Proof of Lemma 6.10: We now nd an appropriate m n to satisfy (48) for P n . A su cient condition for (48) to be satis ed is that jP mn n;ij ? p n;j j p n;j for all 1 i; j n. Summing over j and maximising over i gives kP mn n ? P 1 n k m =) (48) holds. From Corollary 6.9, we see that provided 4n mn , (48) will hold. A simple rearrangement shows that 4n mn if m n log(4n= )=(? log )] + 1: 
